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Abstract
A quantitative x-ray diffraction analysis technique developed at University of Sheffield was
adopted, rather than the previously widely-used Internal Standard Method, to determine the
amount of the phases present in a reformulated whiteware porcelain and a BaTiC>3
electroceramic material. This method, although still employs an internal standard, was
found to be very easy and accurate. The required weight fraction of a phase in the mixture
to be analysed is determined from the ratio of slopes of two linear plots, designated as the
analysis and reference lines, passing through their origins using the least squares method.

Introduction
The properties of ceramics, whether in the starting materials, intermediate states or

in the final densified product, can be categorised as being of two types. These are the
characteristic and behavioural properties [1,2]. The former are considered to be of two
distinct types, i.e.

1. Constitutional characteristics which include the amounts and types of phases (pores and
solids) as well as the chemical and minerological content of the solid phases.
2. Structural characteristics which relate to the size, shape and orientation of the phases
within the microstructure. This includes the perfection of the crystal structure.

Behavioural properties are related to the response of the material or object when
subjected to external stimuli such as mechanical forces, electrical or magnetic fields or
even the heat treatment employed. Some examples of such properties include coefficient of
thermal expansion, dielectric strength, fracture strength and toughness and magnetic
permeability.

The amount of phases present, i.e. a constitutional characteristic property, in a
particular fired ceramic system is undoubtedly very important as it tend to influence
somewhat the behavioural properties. The widely known Internal Standard Method used to
quantify the amount of the phases present has some drawbacks, particularly its accuracy
[3]. The use of 'The Ratio of Slopes Method' [4] in this study was to overcome such
inferiority of the previous method. This paper describes the practical experience based on
two ceramic systems, i.e. a reformulated porcelain and a BaTiC>3 electroceramic material.

Experimental procedures
The 'Ratio of Slopes Method' requires that two lines, i.e. the reference and analysis

lines, be established which passes through the origin [4]. The reference line for the required
phase is obtained by plotting the intensity ratios against the weight ratios of the reference
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material to the standard, using a reference material of known composition. Similarly, the
analysis line is then obtained by plotting the intensity ratios of the required phase to the
standard against the weight ratios of the mixture to be analysed to the standard for different
proportions of mixture and standard.

X-ray analysis of the reformulated porcelain, fired at 1270°C for 2 hours, indicated
that the crystalline phases present were only mullite and retained quartz, Figure 1 [5].
Reference lines were established for quartz (26 = 20.9°, d = 4.242 A) and mullite (26 =
16.6°, d = 5.347) using CaCO3 (26 = 29.42 , d = 3.036) as the internal standard reference
material. This involved plotting the intensity ratios of the chosen peaks of quartz and of
mullite with the reference material for various weight ratios of quartz and mullite to the
reference material. This is shown in Figure 2. Pure quartz was obtained from Colin McNeal
Ltd. (U.K.) with a median size of 2.4 îm and Molochite, from E.E.C. International (U.K.)
was chosen as the source of mullite. It is known that Molochite contains approximately 55
% mullite with the balance being the amorphous glassy silica phase. To obtain the analysis
lines of quartz and mullite in the porcelain bodies, a similar procedure was also performed.
The corresponding intensity ratios to weight ratios were determined and plotted. The ratios
of the slopes of the analysis line to the reference line of each phase, with the slopes
calculated using the least square method, gives the amount of each phase present. By
difference, the amount of glassy phase was determined.

The formation of BaTiO3 from the mixture of BaCO3 and TiC>2 powders depended,
amongst others, on the extent of milling and uniform mixing of the starting materials. The
'Ratio of Slopes Method' was used to study the effect of mixing procedure on the
formation of BaTiO3 fired at 1000°C for 1 hour. Very fine CaF2 powder was chosen as the
internal standard. Similar procedure as for the porcelain study was performed, i.e.
establishing the reference and analysis lines. The former (as shown in Figure 3), was
obtained by mixtures of pure BaTiO3 (Tarn Ceramics Inc., NY) with CaF2 (Fisons
Scientific App. Ltd.) in various proportions whilst the analysis line was obtained from
mixtures of the produced BaTiO3 with the same internal standard [6]. The BaTiO3 peak
was determined between 26 of 30.8° and 32.2°, and for CaF2 peak between 26 values of
46.2° and 47.8°.

Results and Discussion
The analysis lines for the reformulated porcelain is shown in Figure 4. It was then

calculated, using the least squares method, that the amount of mullite present in the body
was 24.0 % whilst the amount of quartz retained was only 6.6 %. The glassy phase
constitutes about 70 %. This body showed a low porosity level of about 4 % at this
optimum firing temperature. Consequently, the strength of this porcelain was determined to
be relatively high with a mean average tensile strength of 97 MPa on a ring bursting
technique. However, the Kic value was low, 1.36 MPa.ml/2. This can be attributed to the
high level of glassy phase. Glass is known to have Kic values of about 0.7 - 0.8 MPa.m"2.
The high amount of glass was also a contributing factor towards a low thermal expansion
coefficient of the body, i.e. 4.79 x 10"6/°C. This is anticipated to give rise to some problems
during glazing.

The degree of uniformity of which the BaCC»3 and TiC»2 is mixed would influence
the formation of BaTiO3 in accordance to the following reaction :

BaCO3 + TiC-2 — > BaTiO3 + CO2
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The effect of mixing/milling times and mixing operation is shown in Figure 5. This was
obtained upon determining the analysis lines for the BaTiC>3 compound formed for each
milling/mixing period. It can be observed that as the milling/mixing time was prolonged,
the amount of BaTiC>3 formed would also increased but to a maximum value. The result
also show that a larger milling/mixing chamber size (Set 3), with proportionately similar
number of milling media to the smaller chamber (Set2), would produced better uniformity
and consequently more BaTiO^ formed when sintered at the same temperature. This is
quite clear as the larger mill chamber would provide a better milling effect due to the
harder impact when the media drops, and at the same time, improves the mixing action. In
Setl, less efficient mixing due to less number of milling media in the smaller chamber was
observed. The effect of reduction in size of the powder mixture is shown in Figure 6.

The advantage of this technique of quantitative analysis comes when weighing out
the samples to be analysed. The weights of the mixture to be analysed, the reference
material and internal standard need not be of any specific values or in a fixed proportion
but, of course, required to be weighed precisely. The weight ratios can also be chosen so
that the peak intensities can be measured accurately. Precise weighing and the ability to use
various weight ratios can give this method greater accuracy and flexibility than that of the
conventional internal standard.

One aspect which requires careful attention is the mixing method of the powders,
particularly when there is a great disparity in size distribution and fineness of the powders
to be analysed, the reference material and the internal standard. Dry mixing of the powders
can caused segregation. Consequently, a paste mixing technique was adopted. Some
amount of acetone was added to the weighed powder mixtures to form a paste-like in an
agate pestle and mortar and this was mixed thoroughly in a shearing mode for some time.
Whilst the mixture is still in a pasty form, it was loaded on to several sample holders and
subsequent x-ray procedures were proceeded. The paste mixing technique produced a more
repeatable measurements as shown in Figure 7 for BaTiC>3 [6].

4.0 Conclusion
In conclusion, the results showed that 'The Ratio of Slopes Method' is a useful

quantitative technique which can produced an extremely high degree of accuracy, provided
the necessary care and attention is adopted. However, it does have a disadvantage when the
powder to be analysed contained multiple phases, i.e. more than 4 phases. Choosing a
suitable internal standard would then be difficult.
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Figure 1: X-ray analysis of the reformulated porcelain, fired at 1270°C for 2 hours,
indicated that the crystalline phases present were only mullite and retained quartz.
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Figure 2: Reference line of quartz and mullite with CaCC>3 as the standard material
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Figure 3: The quantitative XRD analysis standard plot for the barium titanate and calcium
fluorite (internal standard) mixtures
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Figure 4: Analysis lines of mullite and quartz preformulated porcelain at 1270°C
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Figure 5: The proportion of barium titanate found in the samples (Setl, Set2 and Set3)
calcined at 1000°C for one hour.
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Figure 6: As the mixing /milling time increases, the average particle size is progressively
reduced
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Figure 7: The differences of quantitative XRD analysis using (a) dry mixed and (b) paste
mixed of same samples with internal standard CaF2.
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